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Stylish clothes aren’t just for cocktail parties and art gallery openings. You dress to please yourself, so why not bring a little fashion everywhere you go? Yona New
York has casual dresses that bring a little something extra to your weekend errands, lunch dates with friends and informal get togethers.

Jersey Anywhere Dress
The Jersey Anywhere dress is as comfortable as your favorite tshirt and looks even better. Let’s face it – the classic
tee silhouette wasn’t made for a woman’s body. But this dress is what your curves have been looking for. The elastic
waist gives it some shape without bunching or pulling. The top flatters every body shape, while looking like you spent
half an hour tucking and untucking a tee just so. The knee length skirt has lots of movement, and the 3/4 length
sleeves stay out of your way.
This is the dress to wear when you want style without effort. Yona New York’s Jersy Anywhere Dress is available in
Black, Dark Gray, and Gray Sparkle.

Exposed Seam Dress
Sure, you can glam up the Exposed Seam Dress with sparkly accessories, but you can also casual it down with a
denim jacket and kicky flats. The exposed seams give this dress a designer touch while elongating your figure and
emphasizing your waist.
Elbow length sleeves and side slits make it easy to run through your day. Yona New York’s Exposed Seam Dress
comes in Blue, Black, and Charcoal.

Empire Dress
Who says casual can’t be flirty? The empire waistline flatters and the skirt is as fun to wear as it looks. Wear it with a
blouse or tee underneath for a more covered look. Feminine but unfussy, this dress is for the woman who wants to
look fabulous without spending too much time in front of the closet.
Yona New York’s Empire Dress is available in red/white (pictured) and blue.

Kimono Dress
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Kimono Dress
You know that feeling at the end of the day when you kick off your
shoes and curl up on the couch? The Kimono dress is that sensation in
clothing form. Bold prints sing out that you’re a fashionista to be
reckoned with, while the cut means it won’t pull or bind no matter what
your day brings. The breathable stretch polyester makes this dress as
pleasant to wear as PJs – but the look is all fashion.
Yona New York’s Kimono Dress comes in Floral (pictured), Black/Red
Rose, and Red/Gold.

Casual Isn’t Sloppy
Some days you really want to lounge around in yoga pants. And that’s fine. But other days you want to embrace your glamorous self without sacrificing comfort. Yona
New York lets you have it all.
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Customer Service
For questions or concerns, please call or text us at
18004250310.
To email us, click here.
You can also reach us by fax at 18443080106.
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